This paper addresses the problem of joint channel estimation and channel decoding in physical-layer network coding (PNC) systems. In PNC, multiple users transmit to a relay simultaneously. PNC channel decoding is different from conventional multi-user channel decoding: specifically, the PNC relay aims to decode a network-coded message rather than the individual messages of the users. Although prior work has shown that PNC can significantly improve the throughput of a relay network, the improvement is predicated on the availability of accurate channel estimates. Channel estimation in PNC, however, can be particularly challenging because of 1) the overlapped signals of multiple users; 2) the correlations among data symbols induced by channel coding; and 3) time-varying channels. We combine the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm and belief propagation (BP) algorithm on a unified factor-graph framework to tackle these challenges. In this framework, channel estimation is performed by an EM subgraph, and channel decoding is performed by a BP subgraph that models a virtual encoder matched to the target of PNC channel decoding. Iterative message passing between these two subgraphs allow the optimal solutions for both to be approached progressively. We present extensive simulation results demonstrating the superiority of our PNC receivers over other PNC receivers.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, the research community has shown growing interest in a simple relay network in which two terminal nodes communicate via a relay. This network is referred to as the two-way relay channel (TWRC). Much of the interest in TWRC is on the exploitation of physical-layer network coding (PNC) [1] , [2] to boost its throughput.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TWC.2013.030514.131312 messages simultaneously to the relay. The relay then maps the overlapped signals to a network-coded message (e.g., bit-wise XOR of the messages of the terminal nodes) and broadcasts the network-coded message to the two terminal nodes. Each terminal node then extracts the message of the other terminal node by subtracting its own message from the network-coded message. Thus, the two terminal nodes exchange one message with each other in two time slots. With traditional relaying, four time slots are needed [1] . This throughput advantage of PNC, however, is predicated on the accurate estimate of the channels between the terminal nodes and the relay. For optimality, it is desirable to obtain the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) channel estimates. This is, however, a particularly challenging task for PNC. The involved issues addressed by this paper are as follows:
• For reliable communication, we consider channel-coded PNC [2] , [3] . Specifically, the source messages of the two terminal nodes are channel-coded into channel-coded messages before transmission. The signals received by the relay contain the overlapped channel-coded messages as well as overlapped preambles (training symbols) and pilots. • PNC channel decoding is different from conventional multiuser channel decoding. The goal of the PNC channel decoding at the relay is to obtain a network-coded message rather than the two individual source messages [2] , [3] . In other words the relay aims not to decode the two source messages, but to decode a network-coding function of the two source messages (in this paper, we assume the network-coding function is the bit-wise XOR of the two source messages). • For successful decoding, accurate channel estimates are needed. For optimality, it is desirable to estimate the channels using not just the preambles and pilots, but also the data in the signals. This is because the data portion also contains useful information related to the channels. • We are interested in time-varying channels in which the channel gains vary from symbol to symbol within a packet.
Overall, performing channel estimation and PNC channel decoding when (i) the signals are overlapping; (ii) the data symbols are correlated due to channel coding; and (iii) the channels are time-varying, is a particularly challenging task.
To tackle this challenge, this paper proposes and investigates a joint channel estimation and channel decoding framework.
We argue that directly trying to solve the MAP channel estimation problem and the channel decoding problem in a separate manner is not viable; a solution is found in a combined use of expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm and belief propagation (BP) algorithm that solves the two problems jointly in an iterative manner.
We implement the EM-BP computation as a message passing algorithm on a factor graph [4] , [5] , in which the component for channel estimation (implemented by EM) and the component for PNC channel decoding (implemented by BP) are interconnected. Through iterative message passing between the EM and BP components and iterative message passing between elements within the BP channel decoding component, the results of EM channel estimation and BP channel decoding improve progressively toward optimality.
Overall, there are three major contributions to this work: 1) This is the first work that applies the EM algorithm for joint channel estimation and channel decoding in PNC systems. Notably, our algorithmic framework includes a schema to deal with time-varying channels.
To reduce computation complexity, we further extend our framework by replacing EM with its variant named space alternating generalized expectation-maximization (SAGE). 2) We outline a factor graph framework for iterative message passing algorithm based on the foundations of EM/SAGE and BP. This is the first time EM/SAGE-BP computation for a channel-coded communication system is fully implemented as a message passing algorithm on a factor graph (prior work either did not consider channel coding or did not use the factor graph schema).
In particular, we explicitly establish this EM/SAGE-BP factor graph framework from a rigorous theoretical foundation. We remark that although our focus here is on PNC systems, this framework is also applicable to the conventional single-user system and multi-user system. 3) Through extensive computer simulations, we investigate the performance of our EM/SAGE-BP PNC receivers and compare them with other existing receivers in the literatures. The simulation results demonstrate the superiority of our receivers over other receivers, confirming the theoretical optimality of EM/SAGE-BP PNC.
A. Related Works
Theory of BP and Its Application in PNC: BP, also known as the sum-product message passing algorithm, is a general algorithmic inference method for graph models [4] , [6] . It has found great success in the decoding of powerful channel codes (e.g., Turbo codes and LDPC codes [7] ) in point-to-point communications. BP was first applied to PNC channel decoding in [3] , which puts forth the concept of 'virtual encoding'. The concept was further generalized in [8] , [9] . Refs. [3] , [8] , [9] were followed by many other papers on channel-coded PNC [2] . The prior studies of PNC channel decoding mostly assume that the channels are perfectly known. In practice, these channels have to be estimated. PNC systems are multi-user systems in which there are multiple channel parameters, whose estimation is particularly challenging.
It is desired that we could jointly solve channel estimation and channel decoding by BP. Recently, [10] proposed a BP method for joint channel estimation and channel decoding in PNC systems. The direct application of BP to channel estimation, however, requires summations (integrations) over continuous channel variables, which are computationally intensive. To reduce computation complexity, a moment matching (MM) technique is used in [10] . Specifically, the original Gaussianmixture messages in the BP algorithm are approximated by Gaussian messages that have the same first and second moments. However, as a consequence of the approximation by MM, the optimality cannot be guaranteed. By contrast, in this paper, instead of using a pure BP method for both channel estimation and channel decoding, we use an EM-BP method that obviates the need for computation-intensive integration without sacrificing optimality.
Theory of EM and Its Application in Single-user Systems:
Ref. [11] first proposed EM as a general iterative algorithm for finding the maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of parameters in statistical model with hidden variables that cannot be observed directly. A small extension allows the finding of the MAP estimates also [12] . A variant of EM named SAGE was proposed in [13] to increase the convergence rate. Recently, [14] , [15] proposed a framework to implement EM computation as a message passing algorithm on a factor graph. Application for communications systems (and in particular, channel-coded communications systems) was not its main target. It is not clear that the factor graph representation in [14] , [15] is applicable to the communication problem of interest to us here. With respect to our contribution 2) listed above, in this paper we fill in the missing details and show specifically how a factor graph representation can be used in our problem. In addition, we extend the framework of EM message passing over factor graphs to SAGE message passing.
Papers [11] - [15] concern EM/SAGE in general. There have also been many investigations on the application of EM/SAGE in communication systems specifically. Refs. [16] - [22] for example, applied EM to the problem of joint channel estimation and detection/decoding in single-user systems. Refs. [23] , [24] applied SAGE to the same problem. The work [22] directly applied the results in [14] , [15] to implement EM message passing for joint channel estimation and detection in a singleuser system. However, the incorporation of channel codes by [22] is heuristic and is not in accordance with the rigorous theoretical derivation in Section III of our paper here.
EM Application in Multi-user Systems:
Refs.
[25]- [28] applied EM to joint channel estimation and multi-user detection in CDMA systems. Channel coding was not considered. Ref. [29] incorporated channel coding. However, the proposed scheme performs serial interference cancelation (SIC) and tries to decode the individual messages of different users using separate channel decoders. Decoding individual messages is an overkill for PNC systems and may lead to suboptimal performance (we will provide results showing this in Section V). The application of SAGE in multiuser systems for joint channel estimation and detection can be found in [26] , [30] , [31] , where [26] , [30] assume CDMA systems and [31] assumes OFDMA systems.
Overall, there has been little multi-user EM work that incorporates channel coding. Furthermore, with respect to our contribution 1) listed above, it is worth re-emphasizing that PNC channel decoding [3] , [8] , [9] is different from conventional multiuser channel decoding [29] , because PNC aims to channel-decode the overlapped received signals into a network-coded message [3] , [8] , [9] rather than the individual messages of different users. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our system model. In section III, we apply EM-BP to PNC and derive the update equations for EM-BP message passing. Section IV applies SAGE-BP to PNC. Section V presents the simulation results. Section VI concludes this paper.
Notations: We denote matrices by bold capital letters, vectors by bold small letters, and scalars by regular letters throughout this paper. All vectors are column vectors. I r denotes the r × r identity matrix and 0 r denotes the r × r matrix with all zero elements. A T , A H , A −1 and det (A) denote the transpose, the conjugate transpose, the inverse and the determinant of A, respectively. CN (x : m, K)
ability density function (PDF) of an r-dimension complex Gaussian random variable x with mean vector m and covariance matrix K . x is the Euclidean norm of a vector x .
(·) * denotes the conjugate of a complex number. |C| is the cardinality of a set C. x i:j is a set containing the elements in a sequence x indexed from i to j, inclusively. Finally, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, and ⊕ denotes the exclusive-or operation.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a two-phase PNC transmission scheme for TWRC consisting of an uplink phase and a downlink phase. In the uplink phase, two terminal nodes A and B transmit packets to a relay node R simultaneously. From the overlapped signals received from A and B, R constructs a network-coded packet and broadcasts it to A and B in the downlink phase. From the network-coded packet, A(B) then recovers the packet of B(A) using its self information [2] . This paper focuses on the uplink phase; the problem of reliably transmitting the network-coded packet in the downlink phase is similar to that in a conventional point-to-point link. We assume A and B have one transmit antenna, and R has one receive antenna. In the uplink phase, the received signal at R in the i th symbol duration can be expressed as
is the i th fading coefficient of the channel between A(B) and R; n R,i is the complex white Gaussian noise sample with zero mean and variance N 0
A block diagram of the system model is shown in Fig. 1 encoder 1 (the valid set of codewords is denoted by C) and the same interleaver when mapping their source bits {s A,j } and {s B,j } to transmitted symbols. Pilot symbols are inserted periodically among coded data symbols. The assumed frame structure is shown in Fig. 2 where P and D represent the pilot symbols and coded data symbols, respectively. Each frame consists of l data symbols, divided into l/Δ blocks. Each block has Δ data symbols and two pilot symbols. We refer to Δ as the pilot interval. 2 The total frame length is L = l + 2 (l/Δ) symbols.
We assume time-varying Rayleigh fading channels. The time-varying channel gains {h A,i } and {h B,i } are modeled as two independent first-order Gauss-Markov processes [32] :
where {z A,i } and {z B,i } are independent white complex Gaussian processes with zero mean and variances σ 2 A and σ 2 B for all i. The parameter α is a correlation coefficient used for modeling how fast the channel varies with time (i.e., it is related to the channel coherence time) [32] . The distributions of h A,i and h B,i are zero mean complex Gaussian with variances σ 2 A and σ 2 B , respectively. Therefore, the amplitude of every element of them is Rayleigh distributed, and the phase is uniformly distributed. In a conventional receiver, h is first estimated, followed by the decoding of codewords x. Pilots, corresponding to known x i at specific positions i, are used for the estimation of h. After that, h i for the positions occupied by data are estimated by interpolation. This estimate of h is then substituted into (1) for the decoding of the data x i . This estimate of h makes use of only the pilot parts, and does not exploit useful information contained in the data part of x.
III. APPLICATION OF EM-BP TO PNC

A. Objectives of EM PNC Receiver
In our PNC receiver design, we wish to make use of the pilots as well as the data parts of x in the channel estimation process. In particular, observations y at all positions i and the knowledge of the used channel code will be employed to estimate h. A possible strategy for our channel estimation and channel decoding problem in PNC receiver is as follows: Step 2 (channel decoding): Given h MAP , find p x h MAP , y, C 2
Step 3 (network coding): Compute the network-coded source message s A,j ⊕ s B,j based on the channel decoding output from Step 2 [2] . This is the PNC receiver with optimal channel estimation. Some remarks on the receiver are as follows: 1) A subtlety here in Step 2 for the PNC system is that C 2 is the code constraint by the 'virtual channel encoder' which takes the original information source symbols from nodes A and B {s A,j , s B,j } as inputs, and outputs {x i } as coded symbols (see [2] for details). 2) If the channel coefficients were perfectly known (as assumed in previous works [3] , [8] , [9] ), then Step 1 would not be needed.
Step 2 and Step 3 then form the so-called Channel-decoding-Network-Coding (CNC) process, an essence of channel-coded PNC systems [2] , [3] . Compared to conventional channel decoding, the goal of CNC is not to decode the individual source messages of A and B, but to decode a network-coded message that mixes the two source messages (we refer the interested readers to [2] and references therein for details on CNC). If the MAP estimation in Step 1 could be achieved, then Step 2 and Step 3 could be implemented using the conventional CNC methods, substituting h MAP as the channel coefficients [2] , [3] . Unfortunately, this is not viable because the exact MAP estimate of h is difficult due to the complexity of the computation of x p (h, x |y ). A difficulty, for example, is that the symbols in x are correlated due to channel coding; in addition, signals of the two terminal nodes are overlapped in y.
To facilitate the design of PNC receiver, this paper makes use of the EM algorithm for channel estimation. Specifically, EM tries to find h MAP iteratively rather than attacking the problem directly. The objective of EM is still to obtain the MAP estimate of h as in Step 1. However, EM combines Step 1 and Step 2 in an iterative manner to refine the estimate of h and the decoding of the network-coded message. In the following, we first describe the procedure of the EM computation and then present its implementation as a message passing algorithm on a factor graph.
In the terminology of EM, y is the observed data, x is the hidden data, the pair (x, y) is the complete data, and h is the unknown parameter. The k th iteration of EM consists of an E-step (expectation) and an M-step (maximization) as follows [12] : E-step: Given the previous estimate h (k−1) , compute the conditional expectation
The E-step in (3) can be broken down as follows. First, compute p x y, h (k−1) , C 2 from y and h (k−1) . This computation of p x y, h (k−1) , C 2 is similar to Step 2 above, with h (k−1) replacing h MAP . If the algorithm were to stop at iteration k − 1 , we could simply go to Step 3 to obtain the network-coded message based on p x y, h (k−1) , C 2 .
Otherwise, the E-step continues and uses p x y, h (k−1) , C 2 to compute the Q h h (k−1) in (3) . After that, the Mstep finds a new estimate of h as in (4) . In this way, the computation procedure jointly estimates the channels h and decodes the data x, refining the solutions from one iteration to the next. This process is shown in the lower half of Fig.  1 , which depicts our PNC receiver. An explanation on why EM works can be found in our technical report [33] , where we use an argument based on K-L divergence to interpret the physical meaning of the EM algorithm.
B. Implementation of EM-BP PNC on Factor Graph
Although EM can iteratively find the MAP estimate, the computations of the E-step (3) and M-step (4) are still nontrivial. We next establish a framework that implement the EM computation as a message passing algorithm on a factor graph, where we can rigorously combine EM message passing for channel estimation with BP message passing for channel decoding. This framework allows us to more clearly see the intricacies of the EM computation, pointing to a systematic and practical way to implement it.
Refs [14] , [15] showed how to transform a generic EM computation to a factor graph implementation. It is not clear, however, that the assumptions in [14] , [15] on the functional forms of the parameter and variable probabilities are valid for our specific problem. Here, we give a theoretical derivation tailored to channel-coded communication systems.
A key to factor graph implementation is to factorize p y, x|h, C 2 in (3) and p(h) in (4). For p y, x|h, C 2 , we write p y, x|h,
where we have assumed all codewords are equally likely. Note that we have used (1) to justify the factorization of p (y |x, h ) into i p (y i |x i , h i ) in (5) , where y i is independent of y j for all i = j given x and h thanks to their independent noise components. Substituting (5) into the Q function in (3) and dropping the term − log C 2 , which is independent of h and therefore does not matter as far as the M-step is concerned, we have
, C 2 is the a posteriori probability (APP) 3 that can be computed using BP (sum-product) message passing algorithm for channel decoding on the factor graph [4] of the given channel code C 2 , with a fixed channel h (k−1) . We define the symbol-wise Q function as
With complex Gaussian white noise, the above log p (y i |x i , h i ) as a function of the variables x i and
Using (8), the M-step in (4) is equivalent to
To see what will happen in the M-step, let us employ the Gauss-Markov channel model (2) and factorize p (h) as
where
is the priori information of h 1 , and p (h i |h i−1 ) = CN h i : m hi|hi−1 , K hi|hi−1 for i ≥ 2 is the Markovian transition probability defined by (2) . Specifically,
Substituting (10) into (9) and after some manipulations, we observe that finding h (k) amounts to finding
where 3 If x i is a vector of coded symbols, its APP is given by the soft channel decoder. If it is a vector of pilot symbols, this probability is either 0 or 1, given by the a priori information available at the receiver about the pilots.
We can now solve the M-step by a message passing algorithm that implements the max-product rule [4] , [5] on a factor graph. We construct the factor graph corresponding to (10) , and treat e Qi(hi| h (k−1) ) (used in (12)) as the input message to the variable node of h i . The message passing algorithm is a bidirectional algorithm consisting of forward and backward message passing. For each direction, the message passing mechanism is very similar to Viterbi algorithm (VA) for convolutional codes except that the variables {h i } are continuous. As indicated in (12) , there are three messages needed for the computation of h (k) i : message (1) is the result of message passing in the forward direction; message (2) is the input message to h i ; and message (3) is the result of message passing in the backward direction. At first sight, it may seem that to obtain the messages in (12) (in particular, in the computation associated with the max operation), we need to search over the continuous space of the variables. This would be highly complex. It turns out that that is not the case, as explained below.
Borrowing the jargon from [15] , the term e Qi(hi| h (k−1) ) is the i th EM message and we abbreviate it as
For our application, this EM message has a Gaussian functional form, greatly facilitating message passing on the factor graph. To see the Gaussian form, we write
with mean vector and covariance matrix
are the mean and variance of x i computed based on its APP. Therefore, the model underlying the maximization problem (9) is a pure linear Gaussian model: all the messages on the i
The factor graph of the whole system (b) The two sub-graphs
Constraint by the Virtual Channel Encoding
Constraint by the Virtual Channel Encoding factor graph turn out to be Gaussian functions of variables of interest. The maximization problem associated with a linear Gaussian model such as (9) can be solved by Gaussian message passing [5] that implements the max-product rule. For Gaussian message passing, we only need to track the mean vectors and covariance matrices of messages, since together they fully characterize the Gaussian distributions. This avoids searching over the whole continuous feasible region, allowing practical implementation of the message passing algorithm for the M-step.
We have now presented the big picture on how to implement EM channel estimation as a message passing algorithm on a factor graph and to combine it with BP message passing for channel decoding. Before going into the detailed derivation of the update equations for the EM-BP message passing, we make two important remarks: 1) We have shown above that, in channel-coded communication systems, the EM messages of the channels are Gaussian. As specified by (13) , the mean and the variance of the i th EM message are linked to the APP of the i th transmitted symbol. This link connects the BP message passing for channel decoding with EM iterations.
2) The APP of x i is a product of three parts:
is the extrinsic information sent from the BP message passing for channel decoding, and p y i
is the information provided by the observation y i . When the channel code used has cycles in its factor graph (e.g., LDPC, Turbo codes), the BP message passing algorithm for channel decoding requires multiple iterations to compute the extrinsic information p x i y 1:i−1 , y i+1:L , h (k−1) , C 2 for all i [4] . Then, the APPs are updated according to (14) . Meanwhile, each EM iteration requires one set of such newly computed APPs for the transmitted symbols. Therefore, the theoretical construct of EM requires us to carry out the multiple iterations of BP channel decoding to update the extrinsic information as soon as the channel has been updated to a new estimate. 
are denoted by solid squares. Further, according to the factorization p y, x, h C 2 = p y, x|h, C 2 p (h), we split this overall factor graph into two parts: E-step subgraph: The subgraph on the lower part of Fig.  3 (b) corresponds to the representation of p y, x|h, C 2 through factorization (5) . The E-step of EM is implemented by message passing on this subgraph, thus it is labeled as the E-step subgraph. Note that the subgraph that represents the constraint imposed by virtual channel encoding I C 2 (x) is embedded inside the E-step subgraph. BP message passing for channel decoding is operating on the subgraph of I C 2 (x). Thus, we can regard BP as being a sub-step within the E-step also. M-step sub-graph: The subgraph on the upper part of Fig.  3 (b) corresponds to the representation of p (h) through factorization (10) . The M-step of EM is implemented by message passing on this subgraph, thus it is labeled as the M-step subgraph.
In the following, we derive the message update equations for EM-BP PNC. We denote the message sent by a node x to a node y by μ x→y (·). We perform the BP message passing algorithm for virtual channel decoding on the E-step subgraph to obtain the soft APP outputs p x i y, h (k−1) , C 2 . The BP message passing algorithm for virtual channel decoding can be derived directly by applying the sum-product rule on the factor graph that incorporates the constraints imposed by virtual channel encoding [2] , [9] that models the simultaneous transmissions by terminal nodes. For virtual channel decoding within the k th EM iteration, the channel h from the M-step subgraph is fixed to the previous estimate h (k−1) . Thus, the message μ fi→xi , which initializes the virtual decoding, is given by
for all i. The E-step of EM is completed by sending the EM messages em i to the M-step subgraph after BP channel decoding, as indicated by the red dotted arrows in Fig. 3 (b) . This is fulfilled by computing the mean vectors and covariance matrices of Gaussian EM messages as in (13) based on the channel decoding outputs p x i y, h (k−1) , C 2 .
Since the structure of the M-step subgraph is a tree, the M-step (9) is exactly implemented by a forward message passing (yellow arrows in upper sub-graph in Fig. 3 (b) ) and a backward message passing (blue arrows in upper sub-graph in Fig. 3 (b) ). This observation also coincides with the mathematical expression for message passing by equation (12) . Due to the assumed Gauss-Markov channel model and the Gaussian feature of the incoming EM messages, all the messages on the M-step subgraph preserve Gaussianity. For forward message passing, it is required to compute the message
and the Markovian property, we have the following update equations for forward message passing:
The update equations (16) are essentially the famous Kalman one-step prediction equations. The backward update equations that compute message μ gi+1→hi
are easily obtained similarly by symmetry; we therefore omit them at here. Finally, the message flowing out of variable node h i (the red solid arrow in the upper sub-graph in Fig. 3 (b) ) is the product of all the incoming messages
where the mean vector m hi is used to update the new estimate of h i :
This completes the M-step of EM. We then iterate back to the E-step with the new estimate.
C. Initialization and Termination of EM Iteration
EM iteration needs to be bootstrapped with a good initial point; otherwise there is no guarantee that the algorithm will converge to the global maximum [34] . For each block, we obtain the initial h (0) by minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimation [35] using only the pilot symbols. Then, the channel coefficients within each data block are simply set to the estimated channel coefficient of the closest pilot.
We repeat the E-step and M-step iteratively. When the number of iterations k reaches a preset maximum limit K, we terminate the EM algorithm after obtaining the final channel estimate h (K) . Substituting h (K) into the signal model (1) as the real channel h, we could carry out a final round of channel decoding to obtain p x y, h (K) , C 2 , where x is the overall codeword pair. The objective of this final channel decoding is consistent with Step 2 in Section III-A. However, instead of finding p x y, h (K) , C 2 for channel decoding, we choose to modify Step 2 by still employing BP for virtual channel decoding to find p(x i |y, h (K) , C 2 ) for each and every symbol pair x i . There are three reasons for this. First, we already have the virtual channel decoder at hand in the factor graph implementation of EM-BP PNC receiver. Second, for many advanced channel codes (e.g., LDPC, Turbo code), the decoding process finds p(x i |y, h (K) C 2 ) rather than p x y, h (K) , C 2 , because finding p x y, h (K) , C 2 for all possible codewords is generally a difficult computationintensive problem. Finding p(x i |y, h (K) C 2 ) for all i also may be treated as a sort of approximation of the original objective 2. Third, even if we could find p x y, h (K) , C 2 , it would not be easy to obtain the ML network-coded message because the ML network-coded codeword is given by
The EM-BP Message Passing Implementation of Joint Channel Estimation and Channel Decoding in PNC Systems 1: Initialization: 2: compute h (0) by MMSE estimation from pilot symbols; 3: for i = 1 to K do 4: The E-step of EM 5: compute the inputs message to virtual decoding as (15) , with the tentative channel estimate h (k−1) ; 6: compute the soft output APPs, p x i | y, h (k−1) , C 2 , from BP message passing for virtual channel decoding; the number of iterations in the virtual channel decoding is denoted by N cd1 ; 7: compute the mean vectors and covariance matrices of the EM messages as (13); 8: The M-step of EM 9: perform the forward message passing for EM channel estimation as (16); 10: perform the backward message passing for EM channel estimation similarly to (16); 11: compute the new channel estimate h (k) as (17); 12: end for 13: Termination: 14: perform BP message passing for the final virtual channel decoding, with the final channel estimate h (K) ; the number of iterations in the virtual channel decoding is denoted by N cd2 ; 15: compute the network-coded information symbols as (18) . The complexity for the decoding of x R is exponential in the length of codewords. By contrast, the ML network-coded symbol is much easier to find from p(x i |y, h (K) C 2 ). It is given by
To summarize, with the final channel estimate h (K) , we can use the BP message passing for virtual channel decoding in the factor graph to compute the final decoding results p(x i |y, h (K) C 2 ) and p s A,j , s B,j y, h (K) , C 2 at the same time. Then, the network-coded source message is obtained by 
for all j. After that, the relay channel-encodes the networkcoded source message and broadcasts the channel-coded message to nodes A and B in the downlink phase. Obtaining the estimate of the network-coded message from p s A,j , s B,j y, C 2 , which is in turn decoded by imagining a virtual encoder as the source of the information, is referred to as the joint CNC process in [2] , [3] . Whereas [2] , [3] assumes the channel coefficients are perfectly known, here we assume the channel coefficients are unknown and need to be estimated as part of the joint CNC process. Our EM-BP factor graph framework seamlessly bridges the channel estimation process and the joint CNC process. We summarize the EM-BP message passing implementation of joint channel estimation and channel decoding in PNC systems in Algorithm 1, where N cd1 denotes the number of iterations for the BP channel decoding within the EM iteration; and N cd2 denotes the number of iterations for the final BP channel decoding after the termination of EM.
IV. THE APPLICATION OF SAGE-BP TO PNC SAGE sequentially updates a subset of parameters. Doing so essentially decomposes a higher dimension problem into several lower dimension sub-problems, since only a subset of the parameters are estimated and updated according to the EM mechanism each time. It can be shown that the sequential updates of subsets of parameters always still guarantee convergence [13] . In this section, we apply the theory of SAGE to the problem of joint channel estimation and channel decoding in PNC systems. We also extend the framework of EM-BP message passing over factor graph to SAGE-BP message passing. The motivation for introducing SAGE is to reduce the complexity of the channel estimation part of our framework. To our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply SAGE for channel estimation in PNC systems. In fact, in the context of general estimation problems, this is probably the first attempt that integrates the use of SAGE and BP on a unified factor graph.
In our setting, it is natural to break up the problem of estimating h into two sub-problems, estimation of h A and estimation of h B . That is, we update the channel of node 
is the Q function of h A,i . The 2 nd stage of the k th iteration: h A is fixed to h The computations of Q functions (20) and (22) for all i correspond to the E-step; the maximization problems (19) and (21) correspond to the M-step. We still employ BP channel decoding to compute the APPs used in the Q functions of SAGE. The framework of message passing on a factor graph is still applicable to SAGE-BP. We describe the key steps on how to transform the SAGE-BP computation onto a factor graph in the following. SAGE breaks up the EM channel estimation into two subproblems. Each sub-problem is solved by message passing on a factor subgraph. For the M-step of SAGE, the factor subgraph that solves (19) ((21) , respectively. It can be proven that Gaussianity is preserved. Namely, substituting (20) into em A,i = e QA,i(·) leads to the following Gaussian expression: (24) and used in (23) . The intuitive interpretation of the expression for the mean of the Gaussian expression in (23) is that it corresponds to an interference cancelation process for the target channel.
2) Comparing the EM messages in (13) and (23), the message passing implementation of EM-BP needs to compute the mean vector and the covariance matrix of the transmitted symbol pair; that of SAGE-BP needs to compute the mean of the symbol transmitted from the target channel and the cross-correlation between the two symbols x A,i , x B,i . 3) We compare the complexities of PNC in the following.
Let us just focus on the algorithms within the EM/SAGE-BP iteration loop, since the complexities of initialization and termination are the same for EM-BP and SAGE-BP. The results are summarized in Table I . We denote the number of elements in the channel vector h i by N u . For our TWRC system, N u = 2. We denote the size of the modulation by N m (e. g., N m = 2 for BPSK and N m = 4 for QPSK). For EM-BP, the computation of (16) needs O 5N 3 u + 4N 2 u + 3N u operations. 4 Therefore, the complexity of channel estimation in EM-BP is
where the factor 2 is due to one forward and one backward message passing, L is the frame length. By counting the operations involved in (13), we can figure out that the complexity of computing the EM messages for EM-BP is
For SAGE-BP, there is no matrix operation, and the computation of (16) becomes O (12). Since we perform once bidirectional message passing for each node, the complexity of channel estimation in SAGE-BP is O (24N u L) . The complexity of computing EM messages for SAGE-BP as in (23) is O N u 2N Nu m + 2N m + 1 L . From the above results, we can see that SAGE-BP simplifies the complexity of channel estimation by removing the need for matrix inversions and multiplications. Now, let us look at the channel decoding part. EM-BP updates h B . That is, each time one of the channels is updated, the APPs of x i will need to be re-computed before the other channel is updated. To analyze the complexity of virtual channel decoding, let us consider the regular repeat accumulate (RA) code [36] (used in our simulations). The codeword length is l, and there is no operation of channel decoding on the L − l pilots symbols in each frame. The BP message passing requires O N Nu
computations per check node. There are l check nodes on the factor graph of the RA code. We perform N cd1 iterations for each round of channel decoding. It follows that the complexity of channel
where the factor N u = 2 is due to the two virtual channel decodings in each SAGE iteration. Therefore, SAGE-BP simplifies channel estimation but adds complexity to channel decoding. One simple method to maintain the same complexity in the channel decodings of SAGE-BP and EM-BP is to make the N cd1 in SAGE-BP equal to half of the N cd1 in EM-BP. This will cause SAGE-BP to suffer some performance loss. We will study this by simulations in the next section. 4) The decoding results p x A,i y, h
, C 2 are both obtained based on the outputs of BP message passing for virtual channel decoding (see (24) ). Another way to do this is to employ parallel interference cancelation (PIC) [37] , [38] to compute p x A,i y, h , C 2 . To compute these decoding results, PIC employs two single-user channel decoders for the two terminal nodes. And it requires iterative message passing between the two single-user channel decoders, besides the iterative message passing within each of the channel decoder. Since PIC is well implemented by BP message passing [38] , we can also incorporate it into our factor graph framework for SAGE-BP. This method is referred to as SAGE-BP PIC. After the termination of SAGE iteration, SAGE-BP PIC obtains p s A,j y, h
from the final channel decoding. Then, we have, from the rule of sumproduct algorithms, p(s A,j , s B,j |y, h
for all j, from which we can perform network coding as in (18) . Since PIC employs single-user decoding whose complexity does not increase exponentially with the number of nodes N u (as virtual channel decoding does), SAGE-BP PIC can make our framework scalable with the number of nodes (if we want to extend our treatment to beyond TWRC). However, we will see in Section V that the performance of SAGE-BP PIC is not as good as SAGE-BP PNC. The reason is that there is a small cycle between node x A,i and node x B,i for each i in the factor graph of PIC, and these small cycles degrade the performance of the BP algorithm. On the factor graph of virtual channel decoding, we cluster x A,i and x B,i together as one node x i . Since x A,i and x B,i now become a single variable node, the edges connecting them disappear. By this clustering technique [4] , the small cycles between x A,i and x B,i are removed from the factor graph of virtual channel decoding. 5) We comment here that if nodes A and B employ different channel encoders, a corresponding virtual channel decoding does not exist. Then, we can only apply a channel decoding method for MUD systems (such as PIC) to compute the APP of x A,i and the APP of x B,i , respectively. By replacing the virtual channel decoding with PIC channel decoding, we can deal with the setup of different terminal nodes using different channel encoders under the EM/SAGE-BP framework. 6) Since the complexities of both SAGE for channel estimation and BP for PIC channel decoding are scalable with the number of nodes, we can apply SAGE-BP PIC to systems where collisions of more than two signals are possible [39] , [40] . The study of this application awaits future work.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we perform computer simulations to evaluate the performances of the proposed schemes. We assume the channels of both terminal nodes have the same average power σ 2 A = σ 2 B . Unless stated otherwise, the channel correlation coefficient α is set to 0.99. The regular RA code with coding rate 1/3 is employed. In the case of BPSK modulation, each frame has 1024 information bits (thus, 3072 coded modulated data symbols); and in the case of QPSK modulation, each frame has 2048 bits (also 3072 coded modulated data symbols). We insert two pilots every Δ data symbols. Unless stated otherwise, the pilot interval Δ is set to 16 (this corresponds to a 11.1% pilot load). The two terminal nodes adopt orthogonal pilots, wherein P 1 = 1, P 2 = 1 for node A and P 1 = 1, P 2 = −1 for node B. All simulation results presented here are obtained by averaging over 10 5 pairs of frames. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is defined as E s /N 0 where E s is the energy per coded bit. Specifically, for coding rate 1/3,
A. Performance of EM-BP PNC
First, we investigate the performance of the EM-BP PNC receiver. We evaluate the BER of the network-coded messages and the mean square error (MSE) of the estimated channels. The results of the PNC receiver using just a one-shot MMSE channel estimation (this is equivalent to our EM-BP PNC receiver with K = 0) and the ideal PNC receiver with the full channel state information (CSI) will be given as benchmarks. Fig. 4 presents the BER results of the three receivers: the EM-BP PNC, the MMSE PNC, and the Full-CSI PNC; and Fig. 5 presents their MSE results for the estimated channel. The BPSK modulation is used for all receivers. The number of channel decoding iterations in the MMSE PNC receiver and the Full-CSI PNC receiver is denoted by N cd . Recall that for the EM-BP PNC, K is the number of EM iterations, N cd1 is the number of iterations for the virtual channel decoding in the E-step of each EM iteration; and N cd2 is the number of iterations in the final virtual channel decoding at the conclusion of all EM iterations. Since we use the MMSE channel estimation to initialize the EM-BP algorithm, we expect the EM-BP algorithm to give more accurate channel estimation than the one-shot MMSE channel estimation. This is confirmed by our simulation results in Fig.  5 . In particular, the channel estimation accuracy in EM-BP improves progressively with the number of iterations. We can also observe that the first EM iteration can already extract most of the gain in MSE. Our simulations also indicates that the EM-BP PNC algorithm has almost converged after K = 5 iterations. These MSE improvements by EM-BP PNC are reflected into BER results. Comparing the BER results of EM-BP PNC receiver and MMSE PNC with N cd = 6 in Fig. 4 , we can see that there is a 4 dB gain by EM-BP PNC just after the first EM iteration (K = 1). There is a 6 dB gain after EM has converged (K = 5). Furthermore, the BER result of EM-BP PNC at K = 5 can approach the BER of the Full-CSI PNC very well.
For a fairer comparison, let us examine the performance of EM-BP PNC with N cd1 = N cd2 = 6, K = 5, and the performance of MMSE PNC receiver with N cd = 36: i.e., the total numbers of channel decoding iterations are the same in the two cases. We observe that for BER, EM-BP PNC receiver has around 4 dB gain over MMSE PNC. The observed error floor in both BER and MSE as SNR increases are due to the time-varying property of the channel, which is also analyzed and reported in [41] . Essentially, even if the receiver noise is zero, the channel randomness in between pilots induces uncertainty that cannot be removed entirely regardless of the SNR. Effectively, the channel randomness in between pilots is a source of noise besides the thermal circuit noise in the receiver. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 present the BER and MSE results of EM-BP PNC when QPSK modulation is used. The results of EM-BP PNC with BPSK are also shown as benchmarks. For the data here, N cd1 = N cd2 = 6. We can observe that the BER and MSE results for QPSK are slightly worse than that for BPSK. The denser constellation map in QPSK makes the channel estimation tougher. Thus, the MSEs for QPSK are larger than for BPSK. Moreover, the denser constellation makes the channel decoding more sensitive to the channel estimation error. The performance gap in the BER results of the BPSK and QPSK is about 0.5-1 dB in the low SNR regime (E s /N 0 < 6 bB), and about 2 dB in the high SNR regime (E s /N 0 > 6 bB). Since the performance trends of BPSK and QPSK are the same, we just focus on the performance of BPSK hereinafter for simplicity.
We now investigate the impact of channel correlation coefficient α on the BER performance of EM-BP PNC. For virtual channel decoding, we also set N cd1 = N cd2 = 6. The BER results of EM-BP PNC versus pilot interval Δ for various α are shown in Fig. 8 . The operating SNR E s /N 0 is 6 dB. As α decreases from 0.99 to 0.97, the channel varies faster and the BER gets worse. The BER is more sensitive to the pilot load as α gets smaller. When the pilot interval Δ goes from 2 to 32, the BER in a channel with α = 0.99 ranges from 10 −6 to 10 −5 ; however, the BER in a channel with α = 0.97 ranges from 10 −6 to 10 −1 . To maintain the performance in an environment of rapidly varying channel, we can insert more pilot symbols or increase the number of EM iterations (K). For example, the BER of α = 0.97 and K = 5 can approach the BER of α = 0.99 and K = 1 when Δ ≤ 16.
In Section III, we derived the proposed message passing algorithm for channel estimation using the first-order Gauss-Markov channel model. Indeed, the Gauss-Markov channel model is an approximation of the real physical channel. Here, we conduct a simulation using a more realistic mobile channel. Our aim is to demonstrate the robustness of the channel-estimation message passing when there is a mismatch between the channel model and the actual realized physical channel. All the set-ups of the simulation are the same as the previous cases except that the actual channel gains are generated according to the Clarke's channel model [42] . The normalized maximum Doppler spread in the Clarke's channel model is set to 0.005. Following the relation between the Doppler spread and the correlation coefficient α established in [43] , we set the correlation coefficient to α = 0.989 and use it for channel-estimation message passing. We evaluate the MSEs of the channel estimation outputs, and present the results in Fig. 9 . We can see that despite the channel mismatch, our channel estimation message passing still works well. We can still observe its MSE gains over the one-shot MMSE channel estimation. Comparing the MSE results of the Charke's channel in Fig. 9 with the MSE results of the Gauss-Markov channel in Fig. 5 , we can see that there is no obvious performance difference between them. For the Clarke's channel, besides the MSE improvement, the EM-BP PNC receiver can also yield BER improvement over the oneshot MMSE channel estimation method. We omit the BER results here to conserve space.
B. Performance of SAGE-BP PNC
We now investigate the performance of the SAGE-BP PNC receiver. We first focus on SAGE-BP PNC with N cd1 = N cd2 = 6. The BER results are shown in Fig. 10 , where the BER results of EM-BP PNC with N cd1 = N cd2 = 6 are also presented as benchmarks. It can be observed that SAGE-BP PNC has the same performance as EM-BP PNC. Both SAGE-BP PNC and EM-BP PNC converge to the same performance after K = 5 iterations. This is consistent with the fundamental theory of SAGE [13] . Substituting the simulation parameters (N cd1 = 6, N u = 2, N m = 2, l = 8L/9) into Table I, we can find that per EM-BP iteration needs O (333L) computations; per SAGE-BP iteration needs O (369L) computations. The complexity of SAGE-BP now is slightly higher than that of EM-BP due to the more complex channel decoding in SAGE-BP.
For SAGE-BP PNC, since the two-dimension estimation problem of h = {h A , h B } in the M-step of EM has been decomposed into two one-dimension estimation sub-problems of h A and h B , the complexity of its channel estimation is smaller than that of EM-BP PNC. To 'equalize' the complexities of the channel decoding of SAGE-BP PNC and EM-BP PNC, we set N cd1 = 3, N cd2 = 6 for SAGE-BP PNC, i.e., the total number of iterations for BP channel decoding in the E-step after both h A and h B are updated is 2 × N cd1 = 6; and N cd1 = 6, N cd2 = 6 for EM-BP PNC. Recall that the complexity of channel estimation in SAGE-BP PNC is smaller than that in EM-BP PNC (see the complexities in Table I ). Since we equalize the complexities of the channel decoding processes of EM-BP and SAGE-BP (by halving the number of channel decoding iterations in each SAGE-BP iteration), the overall complexity of SAGE-BP PNC (per SAGE-BP iteration needs O (219L) computations) is now smaller than that of EM-BP PNC because of its less complex channel estimation. From the results in Fig. 10 , we can see that the performance of SAGE-BP PNC with N cd1 = 3, N cd2 = 6 is not as good as that of EM-BP PNC with N cd1 = 6, N cd2 = 6.
We next compare the performances of SAGE-BP PIC and SAGE-BP PNC. We report the BER and MSE results in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 , respectively. We denote the number of iterations for the message passing between the two singleuser channel decoders in PIC by P . For SAGE-BP PIC, we can increase P and N cd1 (N cd2 ) to allow convergence of the PIC channel decoding. From our simulation results, PIC converges with N cd1 = N cd2 = 18, P = 2. When we continue to increase these numbers of iterations, no observable improvement on performance can be obtained. For SAGE-BP PNC, we can increase N cd1 (N cd2 ) to make the virtual channel decoding converge. Virtual channel decoding converges with N cd1 = N cd2 = 18. From the BER results in Fig. 11 , we can see that the BER of SAGE-BP PIC is not as good as that of SAGE-BP PNC. Specifically, the error floor of SAGE-BP PIC in the high SNR regime is higher than that of SAGE-BP PNC. As explained earlier, this is because there are small cycles in the factor graph of PIC. The APPs of transmitted symbols computed by PIC is not as accurate as the ones computed by virtual channel decoding for PNC. Therefore, we expect the SAGE channel estimation based on the worse APPs will result in worse estimate results. From the MSE results in Fig. 12 , we observe that with one SAGE iteration (K = 1), SAGE-BP PIC indeed has worse MSE than SAGE-BP PNC. When we increase the number of iterations to allow SAGE-BP PNC and SAGE-BP PIC to converge (N cd1 = N cd2 = 18, P = 2, K = 5), SAGE-BP PIC can obtain the same MSE as SAGE-BP PNC. However, even with the same MSE, the final channel decoding results of SAGE-BP PIC now is still worse than that of SAGE-BP PNC (see the BERs in Fig. 11 ). This is because the APPs computed by the PIC process are still not as accurate as those computed by the virtual channel decoding process. In other words, as far as the channel estimation is concerned, the performances of both schemes are comparable, but the virtual channel decoding in SAGE-BP PNC gives better estimates of the network-coded symbols.
C. Comparison with Other Receiver Architectures
In this subsection, we compare our EM-BP PNC receiver with other receiver architectures [10] , [21] , [22] , [29] .
We first investigate the performances of two different strategies on how to combine EM with BP channel decoding: our EM-BP strategy and the strategy suggested in [21] , [22] . Although [21] , [22] do not investigate PNC systems, we can extrapolate their strategy for PNC application. Before we compare the performance results of the two strategies, let us explain a subtle point in the rigorous EM-BP framework because this is where the strategy in [21] , [22] deviates from this framework. We note that the extrinsic information used in (14) is a function of the channel estimate h (k) . According to the theoretical framework of EM, upon a new channel estimate, we should immediately run BP channel decoding to compute new extrinsic information to update the APPs. The new APPs are then used to compute the next channel estimate. Our EM-BP strategy conforms to the above operational sequence. In the following discussion, when we refer to the strategy in [21] , [22] , we mean the strategy as applied to PNC. In the strategy of [21] , [22] , each iteration of BP channel decoding is followed by several EM iterations for channel estimation using the same extrinsic information from that single iteration of BP channel decoding. For example, at EM iteration k = k 1 , h (k1−1) was obtained. After one iteration of BP channel decoding, we obtain the new extrinsic information p x i y 1:i−1 , y i+1:L , h (k1−1) , C 2 for all i. For several subsequent EM iterations for channel estimation, indexed by k = k 1 + 1, · · · , k 2 − 1, BP channel decoding will not be performed at all. EM updates a new channel estimate h (k) in each iteration using an approximate APP of x i rather than (14) . Specifically,
In particular, an approximation is made on the extrinsic information:
Obviously, this operation dose not correctly compute the APP of x i needed by EM for iterations k = k 1 + 1, · · · , k 2 − 1. Moreover, if there are cycles in the factor graph of the channel code (e. g. the RA code used in our simulation experiments), the computation of p x i y 1:i−1 , y i+1:L , h (k1−1) , C 2 with just one BP channel decoding iteration will not accurate either. This strategy is referred to as SP-EM in [21] , where SP stands for sum-product. To avoid confusion, we rename it as multiple-EM-single-BP scheme here to represent the fact that there are multiple iterations of EM for each iteration of BP. Our EM-BP is single-EM-multiple-BP in that sense.
The BER results of EM-BP PNC and multiple-EM-single-BP PNC are shown in Fig. 13 ; their MSE results are shown in Fig. 14. For EM-BP PNC, there are N cd1 iterations for BP channel decoding after each EM iteration; and totally K EM iterations are performed (therefore, altogether there are K EM iterations and N cd1 K BP channel decoding iterations). For multiple-EM-single-BP PNC PNC, there are K EM iterations after each for BP channel decoding iteration; and totally N iterations for BP channel decoding are performed prior to termination (therefore, altogether there are N K EM iterations and N BP channel decoding iterations). After termination, we perform additional N cd2 = 18 iterations for BP channel decoding in both strategies. The approximate APPs in multiple-EM-single-BP as explained above causes it to deviate from the principle of EM algorithm. The results in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show that in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, we see that no further improvement on the performance of multiple-EM-single-BP PNC can be obtained when N is increased from 5 to 7. In other words, even if we make N very large to equalize the channel decoding complexity of multiple-EM-single-BP PNC with that of EM-BP PNC, the performance of multiple-EM-single-BP PNC will still be worse than that of EM-BP PNC.
Next, we compare our EM-BP PNC receiver and the BP-MM receiver proposed in [10] (see Section I for the overview of [10] ). In EM-BP PNC, EM is employed to accomplish the task of channel estimation; and BP is employed to accomplish the task of channel decoding. EM can find h MAP when it converges to the global optimal, and in this case the result of the final channel decoding in EM-BP PNC is p x i h MAP , y, C 2 for all i. This is the target of EM-BP. For EM, the convergence to the global optimal can always be guaranteed by a good initial point [34] . We can also finish the tasks of both channel estimation and channel decoding using BP alone, as in [10] . In this case, the final target of channel decoding is p x i y, C 2 = p x i , h y, C 2 dh, which is different from the target of EM-BP. However, the integration over continues variables required by BP channel estimation is computationally infeasible. BP-MM uses MM as an approximation to circumvent the need for explicit integration (i.e., integration of the approximate Gaussian distribution can be obtained in closed form) [10] . However, as a consequence of the approximation by MM, the optimality of BP cannot be guaranteed (i.e., even if the algorithm converges to the global optimal, it will not be the global optimal associated with the original non-Gaussian distribution). The BER results of BP-MM are shown in Fig. 15 , where M denotes the number of iterations between channel estimation and channel decoding in BP-MM; and N cd denotes the number of channel decoding iterations in BP-MM. Comparing the BERs of EM-BP PNC and BP-MM, EM-BP PNC is worse in the low SNR regime and it is better in the high SNR regime. Specifically, when both receivers have converged (M = K = 5, N cd = N cd1 = N cd2 = 18), EM-BP PNC outperforms BP-MM by 1dB at the BER of 10 −6 . We believe this gap could be due to the As summarized in Section I, there is an EM approach for joint channel estimation and channel decoding in multiuser CDMA systems, proposed in [29] . In [29] , channel decoding is implemented by MMSE SIC with separate singleuser channel decoders for data from different users; and channel estimation is implemented by EM using APPs obtained from the single-user channel decoders. We compare EM-BP PNC with an EM SIC receiver modified from that in [29] . In the modified EM SIC receiver, there is no despreading operation, since we focus on PNC systems rather than CDMA systems. Specifically, given the channel estimate h (k−1) from the last EM iteration, we directly employ MMSE SIC to compute the APP of the i th symbol transmitted by a individual node: p x A,i y, h (k−1) , C , p x B,i y, h (k−1) , C , for all i. MMSE SIC [38] is a technique in which the MMSE estimation on the signal of one node is subtracted from the received signal; then channel decoding is performed on the remaining signal using the standard sum-product algo- BP−MM [10] , N cd =18, M=1 BP−MM [10] , N cd =18, M=5 EM SIC [29] , N cd =18, K=1 EM SIC [29] , N cd =18, K=5 rithm to obtain the APP of the other node. Based on these APPs, the channel estimation is implemented by the EM message passing as proposed in our paper here. After the final round of channel decoding, we obtain { s A,j }, { s B,j } from the two single-user channel decoders. We then perform network coding as { s A,j ⊕ s B,j }. Compared with EM-BP PNC, there are two drawbacks to this EM SIC receiver: 1) the APPs p x A,i y, h (k−1) , C , p x B,i y, h (k−1) , C , are only approximately computed by MMSE SIC (even without considering the cycles in the factor graph of channel coding) because of the use of the aforementioned MMSE signal cancelation rather than the use of the strict sum-product formalism to link the computations of p x A,i y, h (k−1) , C and p x B,i y, h (k−1) , C together; and 2) its single-user channel decoding is not optimal for PNC. The BER results of EM SIC are shown in Fig. 15 . when both receivers have converged (K = 5, N cd = N cd1 = N cd2 = 18), we see that EM-BP PNC outperforms EM SIC by around 2dB at BER 10 −5 .
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an EM-BP factor-graph framework tailored for solving the problem of joint channel estimation and channel decoding in PNC systems. This framework consists of EM message passing for channel estimation and BP message passing for channel decoding. The output of one forms the input of the other, and vice versa, so that the results of channel estimation and channel decoding can be refined in an iterative and progressive manner. A salient feature of our framework is the use of 'virtual channel decoding' to ensure optimal performance for PNC systems. Furthermore, we show that the EM messages in our factor-graph framework are Gaussian messages that can be characterized by their means and variances only, and this greatly reduces computation complexity. We refer to the receiver based on this framework as EM-BP PNC.
Our simulation results indicate that the BER of EM-BP PNC can approach that of an ideal PNC receiver with perfect CSI.
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